List of candidates sitting or exempt from Modules 0-5, thereby completing the required exams to transfer to the class of Certified Actuarial Analyst, June 2018

Ansar, Mahdi Hasan (London)
Bridson, Matthew (Redditch)
Careng, Damaso Nino (Bristol)
Clyburn, Rachel (Leeds)
Grover, Harsh (Noida)
Hasanov, Hasan (Horley)
Islam, Md Mazharul (Doha)
Jervis, David (Cardiff)
Johnston, James Alexander Thomas (Reading)
Jones, Thomas (Darlington)
Koh, Chin Yee (Singapore)
Lu, Jiuling (Chongqing)
Moore, Joseph (Leeds)
Peiris, Waruna (Keselwatta)
Power, Charlotte Sophie (London)
Serrao, Jacqueline Elize (Randburg)
Shah, Aadarsh (Stanmore)
Suchal, Linda (Bratislava)
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